**How Can I Prepare for the NLN Pre-Entrance Exam?**

1. There is a textbook that is out of print, but you may be able to find it online (on Amazon, etc.). Although the book is older, it has useful information to help you prepare. *RN Pre-Entrance Exam Third Edition*, Publisher Jones and Bartlett Publishers, ISBN 978-0763762711

2. There is an App available in the Google Play App Store and the iTunes App Store called “NLN PAX Pocket Prep”

3. There are online study resources available through the National League for Nursing. You can purchase all of the resources, or you can purchase only the subject(s) that you most want to work on.

   **To purchase the online resources**, you will need to have a username and password for the NLN Testing Center website. If you do not have a username and password, you need to create them at this link: [https://ondemand.questionmark.com/400030/ext/nlntesting/](https://ondemand.questionmark.com/400030/ext/nlntesting/)

   This is the same username and password that you will be using when you register for the NLN Pre-Entrance exam, so choose something that is easy for you to remember for the exam day!

   Once you log in, click on “Store” from the Dashboard page to purchase. See below for the list of resources that are available for purchase. The first three are resources include study strategies to improve in your skill areas. The last three resources are timed practice exams.

   **Important: Please note that you can only access the online resources for a set time period.**

   **PAX Prep Verbal Exam** $15.00  
   Program: PAX Prep  
   Official NLN Online Publication provides 60 days access to:  
   • PAX study strategies, Content-specific review guide, Practice questions for Verbal Skills

   **PAX Prep Science Exam** $15.00  
   Program: PAX Prep  
   Official NLN Online Publication provides 60 days access to:  
   • PAX study strategies, Content-specific review guide, Practice questions for Science Skills

   **PAX Prep Math Exam** $15.00  
   Program: PAX Prep  
   Official NLN Online Publication provides 60 days access to:  
   • PAX study strategies, Content-specific review guide, Practice questions for Math Skills

   **PAX Prep Bonus Verbal Exam** $10.00  
   Program: PAX Prep  
   • 30 days access to [timed practice test](#) for the PAX Verbal section

   **PAX Prep Bonus Science Exam** $10.00  
   Program: PAX Prep  
   • 30 days access to [timed practice test](#) for the PAX Verbal section
PAX Prep Bonus Math Exam $10.00
Program: PAX Prep
- 30 days access to timed practice test for the PAX Verbal section

Accessing Your Online Study Resources
After you purchase your online study resources, you will receive two separate emails from NLN. Please note that it says you purchased a registration for the NLN exam (even though you only purchased Exam Prep study resources).

The first email will include your order number and amount of purchase. The second email will tell you what you ordered (please be aware it says you purchased a registration for the NLN exam even though you only purchased Exam Prep study resources).

After initial purchase, to access your study resources:
1. Log in to the NLN Testing Center site
   https://ondemand.questionmark.com/400030/ext/nlntesting/
2. Click on the My Exams tab and look for Practice Exams